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The Story of [Insert Civilization Here] 
 
History is a series of stories, none of which are exactly right, but nearly all valid if 
told with an element of truth. Some historians argue that what makes the greatest 
civilizations great has less to do with what they did, but what they said they did. 
Civilizations must leave evidence behind for us to uncover to know who they 
were and what they believed, and some civilizations won out in this category 
better than others. Every “golden age” leaves ample evidence of their existence, 
whether the civilization involved was literate or non-literate. Your job as “official 
historians” is to leave a body of evidence, either or both literate and non-literate, 
of a make-believe civilization or series of civilizations that could have existed 
sometime before 1 CE and whose history concludes circa 1700 CE. Your culture 
should come from a real region or ethnicity of the world that we have NOT 
studied in class. You may choose, for example, to take a minor civilization and 
make it a major one (like the Ainu of Japan, or the Moche of Peru) or a region 
that was not known to have a major civilization with a “golden age” as we’ve 
studied in class (Central Asia or Central Africa, for example). You will need to 
create a project that includes the following:  
 

1) An origin myth (at least three paragraphs, typed, double-spaced) that 
explains how your culture came to exist. It can be related to existing 
regional origin myths, or can include real cultures that may have 
contributed to its origin (like Funan’s claim they were descended from a 
snake god and a Hindu princess.) 

2) A timeline of at least ten major events that formed and affected your 
culture, with dynastic changes if they apply, major disasters in the region 
that may have affected your people, and other important historical 
phenomena that could have shaped your culture (the arrival of Islam, the 
intervention of Europeans, etc.)  

3) Two maps that show the boundaries of your civilization and its 
relationship to the major civilizations and resources around it, as well as a 
smaller world map that shows its relative position. These maps must be 
hand-drawn or computer-generated. Did your culture utilize the Silk Road? 
Were they a civilization that rivaled the Mesopotamians on the Tigris and 
Euphrates? Were they the first great civilization on the Mississippi or the 
Chukchi Sea?  

4) A description (at least three paragraphs, typed, double-spaced) of that 
civilization’s “golden age.” What made it a golden age, how did the age 
shaped the progress of the civilization, and how did it end? Was your 
civilization more war-based, or was it a trading civilization that became 
great because of trade?  

5) At least five drawings or models of artifacts from your culture that show 
influence from the cultures around it, or a plausible explanation as to why 
they are radically different. They must be from different eras, and two 
must be form your civilization’s golden age. These can be of pottery, 



architecture, ancient text, wall paintings, musical instruments, you name it. 
Each artifact should have a caption attached that provides a title, 
description, date, and medium.  
 

OTHER GUIDELINES 
 
The total project is 100 points. The points break down as follows: 
 
1) Creativity and Effort: 40 points. How attractive is your presentation? 

How creative is your origin story? Do you have a diverse and 
compelling array of artifacts? Are your maps legible? Is your 
presentation organized and entertaining? 

2)  Accuracy: 50 points. Do you accurately show your culture’s 
relationship to other real cultures around it? Are your maps accurate? 
Do you properly describe your artifacts? Is your timeline one that 
reflects real historical events that may have affected your culture?  

3) Bibliography: 10 points. You must have an annotated bibliography of at 
least three sources, not including the textbook and/or general 
encyclopedias.  

 
The best way to think of this project is as a museum exhibit or display. 
You will present this project at final exam day so that others can look at it. 
After viewing, any person should have a basic understanding of your 
culture’s history and relationship to the rest of the world.  
 
 

SCHEDULE FOR PROJECT 

  Task Due 
 ORIGIN MYTH of your culture/civilization (at least three 

paragraphs) to be presented in class 
May 27th  - 28th  
2010 

 DESCRIPTION OF CIVILIZATION’S GOLDEN AGE to 
be presented in class 

June 8th – 9th, 
2010 

 ALL MATERIALS to be presented at final exam day June 15th, 2010 

 


